
be in motion

3- and multi-axis handling



Automation solution for 3-axis and 
multiple-axes handling units

Short product cycles? Different machines? 

Various workpieces? Save set-up time and adapt 

your handling to suit your requirements quickly 

and without programming  — with our complete 

package including visualization, control and drive 

technology. It will enable you to configure hand-

ling units to load and remove workpieces and 

finish products more flexibly than ever before. 

The system’s heart is the user interface, which 

provides web-capable visualization — without re-

quiring any programming knowledge, this enables 

the user to perform quick and easy and commissi-

oning and also to implement adaptations flexibly 

at any time during operation. The handling system 

is suitable for use as a retrofit solution for existing 

machines and on request can be operated inde-

pendently of the machine control.
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The Baumüller automation solution for 3-axis and multiple-axes handling units

A complete package tailored to your needs — 

from a single source

The broad range of servo motors from Baumül-

ler provides the correct option for every handling 

system. All of the converters allow various power 

parameters and functions to be selected. Decen-

tralized drives are provided as an option to mini-

mize both the wiring and space requirements. 

You also have a choice of controls: We provide 

boxPCs with HMIs, safety controls or controller 

PLCs. You can operate the handling via the central 

machine control or alternatively via an indepen-

dent unit. 

Our comprehensive modular software system 

provides preprogrammed modules for all required 

functions. This removes the need for complica-

ted programming and lets you put your handling 

system into operation by simply inputting the 

desired parameters.  

A particular advantage is the Baumüller visuali-

zation software that was specially designed for 

handling systems. During the development 

of the user interface, our experts consi-

dered all user groups, from the program-

mer to the machine operator. The result 

is an intuitively clear user interface that is 

straightforward to operate and paramete-

rize — even for the non-technically 

minded user. 

Example of a possible implementation
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Sequential editor 

Easy parameterization and operation due to intelligent user interface

Setup

Each step of the loaded sequencer is 

processed in the sequential editor. For 

this purpose, the step name, actions 

and even two possible transitions with 

different conditions and target names 

can be selected in each case. 

The system includes a palletizing func-

tion for easy programming of a sorted 

parts rack. The user must only teach one 

stacking position per pallet. Even bevel 

pallets can easily be assembled. 

Various actions are available in manual 

operation mode. These can be execu-

ted in combination with the soft keys 

Approach, Stop and Set. The pneumatic 

gripper valves can also be triggered 

(vacuum on/off, turn, fold). 

Palletizing function Manual operation mode

Customization

Collision points (definition of operating range)

Due to the input visualization template, the Cartesi-

an coordinate system can be used to define tolerance 

ranges and restricted areas. 

Diagnosis

Fieldbus diagnosis

The interface provides manifold diagnostic options. An 

important function is the display of the global availa-

bility of the fieldbus. In case of an error, specific error 

messages are presented for each user on the bus in 

clear text. 

The software of the Baumüller handling system 

contains multiple features that make quick commis-

sioning possible and considerably simplify the  

workload during operation. The intuitive user in-

terface was designed for all user groups, from the 

programmer to the machine operator.  
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Plug & Play — The perfect solution for your handling system

The system solution from Baumüller is more than 

just a combination of components. We equip your 

handling system with control and drive compon-

ents based on state-of-the-art technology as well 

as an intuitive user interface. The hard and soft-

ware of the system is perfectly compatible and can 

be flexibly integrated into each machine concept. 

Independent system, control via HMI or mobile device

Operation via the machine‘s user interface, control via HMI or mobile device

Variants

The handling system is suitable as a retrofittable solution for existing machines and 

on request can be operated independently of the machine control.

HMI HMI

Machine DB

SCADA
Server

* Optional, operation via a mobile terminal device 

* Optional, operation via a mobile device

*

*

HMI

Machine DB

SCADA
Server

*

*
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Packaging sector Plastics sector

Logistics / General MotionTextiles sector 

Industries and application areas

The handling system can be integrated into almost every machine type. The Baumüller solution is thus 

suitable for use across a wide range of industries. 
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 Can easily be integrated into existing machine 

designs via Euromap 67 interface

 Expandable for future interfaces (OPC-UA, Euromap 77)

 Quick time to market

 Can be quickly integrated into existing mechanics

Your benefits

Retrofittable solution 

 Operation as an independent system via HMI or 

mobile device 

 Operation is possible via the machine control 

possible

Independent operation possible 

 Jerk-free and continuous movement

 Complete system including drive technology and 

software of the usual high quality from Baumüller 

 Servo drives with high positioning accuracy as a 

part of the overall system

Fast and precise operation

 Plug & Play: Rapid integration into existing sys-

tems

 Easy generation of the traverse distances without 

complex programming 

 Use of predefined templates for standard proce-

dures

 Control cabinet-free operation is possible thanks 

to decentralized technology

Quick commissioning

 Easily load, save and customize existing traverse 

distances without programming

 Traverse distances are freely definable

 Free definition of tolerances and restricted areas

Flexible customization options

 Control and parameterization via intelligent 

operator control

 Easy diagnosis and quick fault correction

 Palletizing function even for tilted pallets

 Collision protection

 Error messages in clear text

 Multilingual operator guidance system

 Automatic consistency check

 Control using a mobile device is possible

Intuitive operation

Would you like to watch an example video? 

We introduce the user interface in a short video. Please scan the code using your smart-

phone and watch the visualization during live operation (requires an internet connection).

Interested in our system? 

Send an email to handling-system@baumueller.de. 

Or fill out the contact form at  www.baumueller.de/en.
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